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The Power BI Visioning Program

Expertise & experience for your Power BI journey

Your Vision - Our Expertise
Microsoft Power BI is the leading business intelligence and analytics platform. It offers
unparalleled flexibility for data visualization modeling and analytics. There are countless
opportunities to leverage Power BI to gain increased efficiency, competitive advantage,
lower operating costs, and insights.
Along with its advantages come increasing options and therefore complexity.
With Power BI's constantly evolving and expanding environment, it is certainly
challenging – if not impossible – for enterprises to understand and successfully put the
pieces of the puzzle together to successfully scope, implement, educate and iterate,
without an expert partner.
The Power BI Vision Program has been designed to arm our clients with unparalleled
insight and foresight for their Power BI journey. With hundreds of successful projects, our
process has been honed to vision, disseminate and document a robust yet flexible
framework and actionable process to drive success with your enterprise data strategy
with Power BI.
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Tailored to your objectives
Vision Creation
We connect the dots between your users' requirements, Power BI features
and our real-world experience to switch the light on for stakeholders to
envision the possibilities.
Training & Continous Learning
We create training programs that are tailored to your organizational
needs both for now and as your educational needs mature.

Rapid Proof of Concepts
We use rapid proof of concepts to provide a path for rapid iteration,
innovation and to prove capabilities to senior stakeholders in a matter of
days.

Best Practice Methodologies
We bring our wealth of project experience and deep product expertise to
impart best practice recommendations for all facets and phases of your
journey, combined with robust processes to keep you on track.

Risk Reduction, Governance, Compliance & Security
We bring our unique "controlled empowerment" methodology to minimize
risk, to meet regulations & compliance, adhere to governance standards
while promoting user empowerment.
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Business Intelligence
Projects Survey Results
In 2018, we conducted a survey of 120 Business Intelligence & Analytics projects to
understand more about successes and failures. Here are some of the insights:

73% of respondents consider an
external BI strategy partner essential
51% of projects fell short of the
company objectives
93% of respondents rated
governance as a major concern
69% of BI leaders consider their
projects currently at risk of failure
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"I would highly recommend the program for
any large complex company that is embarking
on enterprise analytics and planning"
Khaled Chowdhury-Director Analytics & Business Intelligence
Cabot Micro Electronics

"Having an experienced partner to guide us
was invaluable, saving us not only time but
also hard dollars"
Sean Unwin-Chief Finacial Officer
Geocon Group

"The expertise of the trainers and consultants
coupled with real-word experience set them
apart"
Orlando Saez-Chief Executive Officer
Aker
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